Selective detection of rat and mouse specific albumin and alpha-fetoprotein mRNA molecules under highly stringent hybridization conditions.
The molecular analysis of some important interactions observed between the parental genomes in interspecific cell hybrids requires the availability of highly specific hybridization assays to selectively quantitate mRNA sequences coding for the same protein but transcribed from the two different genomes. Specific hybridization techniques which should permit the selective detection of rat and mouse albumin and alpha-fetoprotein (AFP) mRNA molecules in a mixture of the two types of mRNAs are presented here. The high degree of homology existing between the AFP mRNA sequences coding for mouse and rat AFP, and, presumably, albumin, results in extensive cross-hybridization with the cDNA probes under standard hybridization conditions. No size differences could be detected between the two types of mRNA molecules from the two species. A Tm difference of 7 degrees C between the intra- and interspecific mRNA:rat cDNA hybrids allowed the establishment of highly stringent solution hybridization conditions necessary to measure separately the contents of rat albumin and AFP mRNAs. Mouse albumin and AFP cDNA clones were then isolated from mouse liver and yolk sac cDNA libraries, and used to show the usefulness of highly stringent washing conditions to discriminate between rat and mouse albumin and AFP mRNA molecules in conventional "Northern blotting" techniques. In combination with the solution hybridization assay, these filter hybridization techniques can be used to specifically quantitate the content of rat and mouse albumin and AFP mRNA molecules in interspecific cell hybrids.